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Chaintope Inc., (referred to below as chaintope) and the Shinoken Group (Tokyo Office: Minato-

ku, Tokyo-to, CEO: Hideaki Shinohara, TSE JASDAQ Securities Number 8909, referred to simply as 

Shinoken below) have entered a capital and business partnership as stated in an announcement 

July 2017 and development of real estate services that utilize blockchain technology is currently 

underway. As a part of these efforts, we would like to confirm the issuing of an original 

cryptocurrency, “Shinoken Coin” (abbreviated to SKC) as well as the development of a smartphone 

application (referred to below as the Shinoken App) aimed at owners and tenants that will act as a 

platform for the cryptocurrency services of Shinoken Coin and Bitcoin. 
 

 

Development of a New Cryptocurrency “Shinoken Coin” 

and a New Shinoken Application Has Been Confirmed 
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Realizing further increases in customer satisfaction through the introduction of the 

“Shinoken Coin” system 

Chaintope and Shinoken have formed a capital and business partnership, and work has already 

begun on the development of real estate related services that use Blockchain technology under the 

[Blockchain + Accommodation Services] concept. In addition to this, an original cryptocurrency 

“Shinoken Coin” will also be issued.  

Chaintope and Shinoken aim to offer world leading services by providing payments methods 

using Shinoken Coin or Bitcoin for rent, electric, gas and other bills. In the future, the range of the 

possible functions of Shinoken Coin will be expanded outside of Shinoken services, allowing for the 

provision of services with high added value to both owners and tenants,  

 

Making payments is now even easier with the Shinoken app, which also allows for full use 

of “Shinoken Coin”! 

At this time, in order to provide even further convenience to our customers, Chaintope and 

Shinoken have confirmed development of the Shinoken App that is aimed at both owners and 

tenants. This application, while acting as a platform for the new “Shinoken Coin” that will also be 

introduced at this time, will allow owners to manage their properties while summarizing all of the 

necessary information. In addition, tenants living in Shinoken managed properties will be 

conveniently provided with valuable information and through Shinoken Coin, they will be able to 

access payment services for their rent, electricity, gas and other bills. They will also be able to 

control their IoT devices and have access to the many other services that are scheduled to be 

added in the future. Though these efforts, we aim to provide convenience to both owners and 

tenants, and contribute towards increasing the satisfaction of our customers. 

 

* For additional information concerning the business alliance with the Shinoken Group please refer 

to the July 6th, 2017 press release - http://www.chaintope.com/en/2017/07/06/shinoken_news/  
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